BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Ronald L. Harrison
RESIDENTIAL MASTER ELECTRICIAN NO. RM-0271

ORDER

On September 12, 2007, Ronald L. Harrison (RM-0271) was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $250.00 for employing 1 unlicensed individual to perform electrical work in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the board. This violation occurred on September 12, 2007. Ronald L. Harrison did not pay the penalty, and his electrical license will not be renewed until the penalty is paid.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11-21-07

Batch # RB09122007A
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Ivan Howard Holloway
MASTER ELECTRICIAN NO. M-6970

ORDER

On October 31, 2007, Ivan Howard Holloway (M-6970) was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $400.00 for allowing 1 unlicensed individual and 2 unsupervised apprentices to perform electrical work in violation of Regulations 11.6 and 7.9g of the board. These violations occurred on September 29, 2007. Ivan Howard Holloway did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about November 9, 2007.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By:  
Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11/9/07

Batch # TD09192007A
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Clarence A. Hornecker
RESIDENTIAL MASTER ELECTRICIAN NO. RM-0228

ORDER

On August 31, 2007, Clarence Hornecker (RM-0228) was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $300.00 for allowing 2 unsupervised apprentices to perform electrical work in violation of Regulation 7.9g of the board. This violation occurred on December 13, 2006. Clarence A. Hornecker did not pay the penalty, and his electrical license will not be renewed until the penalty is paid.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: [Signature]
Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11/21/07

Batch # CC12132006B
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE:       Clarence A. Hornecker
RESIDENTIAL MASTER ELECTRICIAN NO. RM-0228

ORDER

On August 31 2007, Clarence A. Hornecker (RM-0228) was assessed a civil
money penalty in the amount of $150.00 for allowing 1 unsupervised apprentice to
perform electrical work in violation of Regulation 7.9g of the board. This violation
occurred on December 13, 2006. Clarence A. Hornecker did not pay the penalty, and
his electrical license will not be renewed until the penalty is paid.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: ________________________________
    Ronald E Baker,
    Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11/21/07

Batch # CC12132006A
BEFORE THE BOARD OF ELECTRICAL EXAMINERS
STATE OF ARKANSAS

IN RE: BREN T W. JACKSON
EA-6656

CONSENT ORDER

This matter comes before the Board of Electrical Examiners of the State of Arkansas on this 20th day of November, 2007. Brent W. Jackson appeals a civil money penalty assessment issued by the Arkansas Department of Labor.

The Board finds that the parties have reached a satisfactory settlement of the issues herein and that this matter shall be dismissed with prejudice.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

BOARD OF ELECTRICAL EXAMINERS
STATE OF ARKANSAS

By: [Signature]
Gary Ferrell, Chairman

Date: 11/20/07

Approved as to Form:

[Signature]
Paul A. Schmidt, Jr., Bar No. 84117
Attorney for Brent W. Jackson
Schmidt Law Firm, PLC
401 West Pine Street
P. O. Box 564
Cabot, AR 72023
(501) 843-7576

[Signature]
Denise P. Oxley, Bar No. 84117
Attorney for Arkansas Department of Labor
10421 West Markham
Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 682-4502
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Billy R. Lindsey
        MASTER ELECTRICIAN NO. M-7951

ORDER

On October 31, 2007, Billy R. Lindsey (M-7951) was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $75.00 for allowing 1 unsupervised individual to perform electrical work in violation of Regulation 7.9g of the board. This violation occurred on September 27, 2007. Billy R. Lindsey did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about November 9, 2007.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: ________________________________
      Ronald E Baker,
      Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11/18/07

Batch # TH09272007C
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Ernie Malloy

ORDER

This matter comes before the Arkansas Department of Labor on this 30th day of November, 2007.

FINDINGS OF FACT:

1. On September 18, 2007, Ernie Malloy was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $250.00 for performing electrical work in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the Arkansas Board of Electrical Examiners.

2. The violation occurred on May 18, 2007.

3. Ernie Malloy was mailed Notice of Violation and Fine Assessment by certified mail and regular mail on September 28, 2007 to his last known address: 3867 W CR 378, Manila, AR 72442.

4. Ernie Malloy did not contest the civil money penalty and has not paid the civil money penalty.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:

1. The Department of Labor is authorized to impose civil money penalties for such violations pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 17-28-309.

2. Civil penalties assessed by the Department of Labor become final if not contested within 20 days of receipt of the Notice of Violation and Fine Assessment.

3. The civil penalty in the present case is final.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

JAMES L. SALKELD
DIRECTOR OF LABOR

By: 
Ronald E. Baker
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Batch # CC05182007D
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Mitchell Robinson 763

ORDER

On October 31, 2007, Mitchell Robinson was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $50.00 for performing electrical work without a license in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the board. This violation occurred on September 29, 2007. Mitchell Robinson did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about November 9, 2007.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter. IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: __________________________
    Ronald E Baker,
    Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 11/9/07

Batch # TD09192007A
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Douglas S. Watson

ORDER

This matter comes before the Arkansas Department of Labor on this 16th day of November, 2007.

FINDINGS OF FACT:

1. On September 12, 2007, Douglas S. Watson was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $50.00 for performing electrical work in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the Arkansas Board of Electrical Examiners.

2. The violation occurred on September 12, 2007.

3. Douglas S. Watson was mailed Notice of Violation and Fine Assessment by certified mail and regular mail on September 14, 2007 to his last known address: 20 Abaron Place, Hot Springs, AR 71909.

4. Douglsa S. Watson did not contest the civil money penalty and has not paid the civil money penalty.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:

1. The Department of Labor is authorized to impose civil money penalties for such violations pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 17-28-309.

2. Civil penalties assessed by the Department of Labor become final if not contested within 20 days of receipt of the Notice of Violation and Fine Assessment.

3. The civil penalty in the present case is final.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

JAMES L. SALKELD
DIRECTOR OF LABOR

By: [Signature]
Ronald E. Baker
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Batch # RB09122007A